Now Next Future

Tom Bassett of Bassett & Partners, directed the documentary, "Briefly," which hits the public Sept. 30. Here, you can see his interview with Mr. Frank Gehry, FAIA. (We are also excited because it reminds us of Now Next Future. Social Media Boot Camp. Gehry Technologies. Be there.)
Historic Preservation Tax Credit Bill

Now's your chance to contact Governor Brown regarding AB 1999. Letters and notes of support appreciated.  
Read more... 

Overcoming Uncertainty

California Healthcare Facilities Forum is fast approaching: Oct. 9. There is still time to register.  
Read more... 

CRAN/Houzz Symposium
This year the Symposium will be streamed live, beginning tomorrow, and offered for FREE. Did we also mention that Houzz VP Industry of Marketing Liza Hausman will be at Now Next Future? Yet another great reason to attend. Read more